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The Ingenia “Bulldog” range of open face ID card holders are here in a range of  
vibrant colours, available in portrait or landscape and single or double sided.

Our “Bulldog” 
range of ID badge 
holders are all fully 
biodegradable and 
available in a wide 
range of colours
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100% biodegradable material
Available in landscape or portrait orientation
and single or double sided versions
Next day delivery available
Holds standard size 86mm x 54mm plastic cards

- Lightweight
- Hard wearing
- Versatile
- Easy to attach
- Biodegradable
- Recyclable

CONSTRUCTION
The product is made from biodegradable and 
recyclable polypropylene plastic that is both 
lightweight and hard-wearing. It has space 
for easy retrieval of an inserted card as well as  
pre-punched holes for a lanyard or reel.

Additional options include different colours, 
portrait orientation and double sided versions.

FEATURES 
The badge holders come with specialised  
ridges for additional protection against wear 
and tear and this also helps prevent damage to 
any ID cards that feature a magnetic stripe or  
contactless chip. 

Using a cardholder is not only convenient for 
attching to a lanyard or clip but also reduces 
card damage or flexing, resulting in longer  
lasting cards.

TECHNICAL
Physical Features: 
Material: Biodegradable recyclable polypropylene
Durability: 10+ years 
Quantity: Sold in packs of 100

Eco Information: 
The ‘Bulldog’ range of open face ID card holders 
are both biodegradable and recyclable. If the user  
decides to discard, instead of recycle, the product has 
the ability to self-degrade over time.
 
The ability to degrade remains dormant until the 
product is in contact with a microbe rich environment, 
which is typically found in landfill or oceans.
 
Once the product is exposed to enzymes and  
microbes the microorganisms will penetrate the  
plastic collectively to break down the chemical bonds 
that hold the material together.
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Features & benefits

Biodegradable & recyclable material 

Landscape or portrait

Magnetic stripe protection ridges

Fits card size 86 x 54mm

Lightweight & attractive

Offers secure & rigid protection

Accepts clip or chain fittings (not included)

Single or double sided

Available in a wide range of colours

Single Sided

Landscape Portrait

YA302-L-N YA302-P-N

YA302-L-W YA302-P-W

YA302-L-BK YA302-P-BK

YA302-L-SB YA302-P-SB

YA302-L-MB YA302-P-MB

YA302-L-NB YA302-P-NB

YA302-L-GR YA302-P-GR

YA302-L-LGR N/A

YA302-L-RD YA302-P-RD

YA302-L-YL YA302-P-YL

YA302-L-GY YA302-P-GY

YA302-L-PU YA302-P-PU

YA302-L-OR YA302-P-OR

YA302-L-PK N/A

YA302-L-NB-
DETECT

N/A

Double Sided

Landscape Portrait

YA302-L-N(D) YA302-P-N(D)

N/A N/A

YA302-L-BK(D) YA302-P-BK(D)

YA302-L-SB(D) YA302-P-SB(D)

YA302-L-MB(D) YA302-P-MB(D)

YA302-L-NB(D) YA302-P-NB(D)

YA302-L-GR(D) N/A

N/A N/A

YA302-L-RD(D) YA302-P-RD(D)

YA302-L-YL(D) N/A

N/A N/A

N/A N/A

N/A N/A

N/A N/A

N/A N/A

Natural (Clear Frosted)

White

Black

Sky Blue

Mid Blue

Navy Blue

Green

Light Green

Red

Yellow

Grey

Purple

Orange

Pink

Blue, Metal
Detectable*

*The metal detectable version contains metal flakes within the material to ensure it can be detected by metal detector scanners. 
This is therefore the only holder in this range that is not biodegradable. 


